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Far away 
Eternal affection 
Far away 
Always be true 

Far away 
Eternal affection 
Far away 
Always be true 

Always be true 

Far far away from this world in a different dimension 
A long time ago she was born 
Into the light of eternal affection 
Telling the story to you once more 
Look at the stars and you'll see that it's real and your
feelings inside, they will always be true 
Bring in your friend to the loving dimension and he'll
be a starchild like me and you 

Far far away from this world in a different dimension 
A long time ago she was born 
Into the light of eternal affection 
Telling the story to you once more 
Look at the stars and you'll see that it's real and your
feelings inside, they will always be true 
Bring in your friend to the loving dimension and he'll
be a starchild like me and you 

Far away 
Eternal affection 
Far away 

Always be true 

Far away 
Eternal afection 
Far away 
Alqays be true 

Always be true 
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Always be true 
Al...always/ways/ways/ways/ 
Always be true... 

Far far away from this world in a different dimension 
A long time ago she was born 
Into the light of eternal affection 
Telling the story to you once more 
Look at the stars and you'll see that it's real and your
feelings inside, they will always be true 
Bring in your friend to the loving dimension and he'll
be a starchild like me and you 

Far far away from this world in a different dimension 
A long time ago she was born 
Into the light of eternal affection 
Telling the story to you once more 
Look at the stars and you'll see that it's real and your
feelings inside, they will always be true 
Bring in your friend to the loving dimension and he'll
be a starchild like me and you
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